The LOPES experiment, a digital radio interferometer located at KIT (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), obtained remarkable results for the detection of radio emission from extensive air showers at MHz frequencies. Features of the radio lateral distribution function (LDF) measured by LOPES are explored in this work for a precise reconstruction of two fundamental air shower parameters: the primary energy and the shower Xmax. The method presented here has been developed on (REAS3-)simulations, and is applied to LOPES measurements. Despite the high human-made noise at the LOPES site, it is possible to reconstruct both the energy and Xmax for individual events. On the one hand, the energy resolution is promising and comparable to the one of the co-located KASCADE-Grande experiment. On the other hand, Xmax values are reconstructed with the LOPES measurements with a resolution of 90 g/cm 2 . A precision on Xmax better than 30 g/cm 2 is predicted and achievable in a region with a lower human-made noise level.
Reconstructing energy and X max of cosmic ray air showers using the radio lateral distribution measured with LOPES 
Introduction
Knowing the type of cosmic rays which interact in the atmosphere with an energy larger than 10 14 eV still remains a fundamental goal in cosmic ray physics. A precise knowledge of the mass composition for the complete energy spectrum will help in distinguishing between several models for cosmic ray origin and propagation. The detection of radio emission from cosmic ray air showers in the MHz regime as well as the understanding of its emission mechanisms made impressive progress in the recent years. The LOPES experiment [1] is one of the pioneering in radio detection and still supplies us with remarkable results [2] . One of its main advantage is the co-location with the particle detector KASCADE-Grande [3] at KIT, Germany. Recently, two independent methods have been separately investigated and tested on the LOPES data in order to extract X max , i.e. atmospheric depth of the shower maximum, from radio measurements and thus, indirectly, to achieve information on the type of primary cosmic rays. One method considers the shape of the radio shower front [4, 2] , the other method is presented in the following (slope method) and uses the slope of the radio lateral distribution function (LDF), i.e. the radio amplitudes at several distances from the shower axis 1 . The correlation between the slope of the radio LDF and the shower maximum depth has been predicted since years from simulations [5, 6] . This dependence can easily be referred to a geometrical effect: iron nuclei interact earlier in the atmosphere and develop faster compared to proton primaries; the radio source for an iron event is, thus, further away from an observer at ground, and, as a consequence, the lateral distribution function slope is flatter compared to proton events. Taking the analysis in [7] as guideline, a simulation-based method (slope method) which uses the LDF slope to extract two fundamental shower parameters (primary energy and X max ) is developed and applied to LOPES data. The main results are presented in the following.
LOPES events
The LOPES experiment [1] is a digital interferometric radio antenna array placed at KIT, Germany. The events selected for the slope method analysis have been measured with the LOPES30 and LOPESpol setups [8] . The first consisted of 30 calibrated dipole antennas, all oriented in the east-west direction, while the second used only 15 antennas aligned in the east-west direction. Due to a higher statistics of events expected in the east-west aligned antennas compared to the north-south direction [9] , only the analysis on east-west detected events is shown. All the antennas operate in the effective frequency range of 43-74 MHz. LOPES profits from the reconstruction of air shower parameters, such as primary energy, shower core and incoming direction, from the particle detector array KASCADEGrande [3] . In the selected events the primary energy is around ∼ 10 17 eV and the zenith angle is less then 40 deg. The core position of the shower is required to be at a distance of at most 90 m from the center of the LOPES array, in order to avoid events with amplitudes in the tail of the LDF, thus affected by larger fluctuations. High signal-to-noise and high coherency for the radio signal in the antennas is required as well. Further qualitative cuts demand a good fit for the lateral distribution function, i.e. small χ 2 . Over 200 events are selected in this way. The radio lateral distribution for each individual event is fit with an exponential function, which is considered a good approximation for the radio lateral behaviour at the distances probed by LOPES [10] . Improvements are constantly made in modeling the radio emission from extensive air showers. The results shown in the following are based on REAS3 simulations (REAS3.11 and CoREAS are the most recent versions [11, 12] ), which already showed a good agreement with the LOPES measured LDFs for almost all the events [13] . The slope method has been developed with REAS3 simulations, and it is then applied to LOPES data. For each LOPES measured event, one proton-generated air shower and one iron-generated air shower is produced with CORSIKA [14] (QGSJetII is used as hadronic interaction model). Afterwards, REAS3 [13] generates the radio emission for the CORSIKA simulated air showers. For the purpose of this analysis, the simulations are created in order to reproduce a realistic case: on the one hand, information about the LOPES selected events, such as core position, primary energy, the number of muons (Nµ), and incoming direction reconstructed by KASCADE(-Grande) are used as input parameters for the CORSIKA showers [13] . On the other hand, shower-to-shower fluctuation are included, since not a typical shower, i.e. with a typical X max , is selected. In order to represent at best the recorded event, a further step is made in the pre-selection of the CORSIKA showers: the Nµ measured by KASCADE(-Grande) is used as discriminator for this purpose. 200 CONEX showers for proton and 100 for iron are simulated with QGSJetII and UrQMD respectively for high and low energy interaction [14, 13] . Among all, the CONEX shower which can best reproduce the measured Nµ is chosen. In this way a specific shower similar to what has been detected by KASCADE is used. Moreover, the observer positions for the REAS3-simulated LDF represent the real arrangement of the LOPES antennas in the field with respect to the core of the shower.
The slope method
As for the LOPES events, an exponential fit is applied to each REAS3 lateral distribution functions. The inclination of the air shower, as well as the type of the primary particle, considerably affect the slope of the radio LDF. Again this is related to a geometrical effect: for larger zenith angle, the radio source is further away from the observer at ground, thus a flatter slope for the LDFs is expected compared to vertical air showers. Thereby, several zenith angle bins are separately considered, and only the plots for the first zenith bin (up to 20 deg.) are shown here. The slope method aims to compare LDFs of events (in the same zenith bin) with different primary energies and arrival directions, thus normalizations for the radio amplitudes are required. The primary energy reconstructed by KASCADE(-Grande) is used for the energy normalization, while the corrections for the arrival direction involve the Lorentz force vector (precisely the east-west component of the vector Pew). This last implies the reasonable assumption that the predominant contribution to the radio emission in air showers has geomagnetic origin [9, 10] . The LDFs for 54 events (first zenith bin) are shown in Fig. 1 and the difference between irons and protons is clearly visible by eye.
Primary energy correlation
A specific region (d 0 ), so called flat region, where all the LDFs profiles intersect and where the radio amplitude does not carry any information about the primary type is expected [7] . This region is identified by looking at the RMS spread of the LDF fits at 12 distances from the shower core and picking the smallest RMS value. For the LOPES events d 0 happens in the distance range between 70 and 90 m from the shower axis 2 depending on the zenith angle bin, and it is marked by the dashed line in Fig. 1  (60 m) . From previous analyses [7] , a direct correlation is expected between the radio amplitude in d 0 -normalized for the arrival direction with Pew (as explained above)-and the energy, in particular with the fraction of the energy from the electromagnetic component of the air shower. This is due to the intrinsic nature of the radio emission. For the LOPES experiment, only the total primary energy reconstructed by KASCADE(-Grande) is available (Fig. 2) . A linear fit is used for this correlation. The spread around the fit is an indicator of the precision one acquires in determining the energy with this method. For this LOPES selection, an RMS spread of maximum 8% is found for the complete LOPES selection (∼6% in Fig. 2 for zenith angle <20 deg.) for the total pri- mary energy correlation. Much higher precision -RMS spread < 4% -is predicted for the electromagnetic energy (not shown here) [10] .
X max correlation
The slope of the radio LDFs is sensitive to the depth of the shower maximum (X max ). Independently of the function used to fit the LDF, the ratio (ǫ ratio ) of the radio amplitudes at two different distances is an indicator of the LDF slope. In this analysis the amplitudes at d 0 and at d 0 +170m are considered. The function Eq. 1 [7] is used to fit the correlation
between REAS3 ǫ ratio and X max from CORSIKA simulations, separately for each zenith angle bin (Fig. 3) . The RMS spread is an indicator of the uncertainty on X max reconstruction with the slope method; for the complete zenith angle range an uncertainty of 20-40 g/cm 2 is predicted, with the larger values due to the larger zenith angles. The values for the three fitting parameters (a, b and c) will be used in the following to reconstruct X max with the LOPES measurements. 
LOPES measurements
One of the main results already achieved with the LOPES experiment is the clear dependence of the recorded radio pulse (CC-beam amplitude) with the energy of the primary cosmic ray [9] . In the following another approach for the primary energy identification by using the radio signal at a well specific distance from the shower axis is presented. The same distances d 0 , previously identified for each zenith angle bin with the REAS3 simulations, are used for the LOPES measurements as well. For each individual event, the LOPES ǫ d0,P ew is the value of the fit of the LOPES lateral distribution functioncorrected for the arrival direction -at the predicted distance d 0 . As for the REAS3 simulations, the linear correlation with the primary energy reconstructed by KASCADE(-Grande) is shown (Fig. 4 -top side) . The uncertainty on the energy reconstruction is again identified by the RMS spread, and it is of about 20% averaging over the complete selection, i.e. zenith angle between 0 and 40 deg. This value is comparable with the statistical uncertainty of KASCADE [3] . As a cross-check of the real existence in the measurements of this preferable distance for the energy reconstruction, the energy correlation is investigated considering the radio amplitudes at three further distances from the shower axis: 0, 100, d 0 +170 m (Fig. 4  -bottom side) . The RMS spread to the linear fit results to be lowest when the radio amplitude is taken at d 0 , confirming the expectations.
The X max,LOPES are reconstructed for the complete LOPES selection using the Eq. 1 and the a, b and c identified with the REAS3 simulations. In Figure 5 , X max,LOPES of 600 ± 90 g/cm 2 , i.e. mean and standard deviation values. The LOPES reconstructed X max values are almost compatible with the expectations from the cosmic ray nuclei. However, they are shifted to X max smaller than the REAS3 iron-like predictions. This shift is surely influenced by the still existing systematic divergence between the slope of the simulated (REAS3) and the measured (LOPES) lateral distribution functions. The most recent REAS3.11 and CoREAS simulations have already shown a better agreements with the measurements, therefore improvements are expected by the upcoming application of the slope method to the newest simulations. 
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Figure 5: Xmax reconstructed with the slope method for the LOPES measurements (black) and for REAS3 simulations (proton (blue) and iron (red)), for the complete zenith angle range-0-40 deg.
conclusion
The slope method has been successfully applied to REAS3 simulations and measurements of LOPES data. This method reveals itself to be a powerful tool for both energy and mass composition investigations with the radio data. A well specific distance from the shower axis is confirmed even in the LOPES measurements to be the best place for the primary energy reconstruction. A precision of almost 20% in energy reconstruction is found for the LOPES data and it is comparable to the statistical uncertainty of the KASCADE experiment. X max values obtained for the LOPES measured data are almost comparable with expectations. Systematic divergences are also discussed and improvements are foreseen with REAS3.11 and CoREAS simulations. An upper-limit precision of 90 g/cm 2 is found with the LOPES measurements, being the highest precision on X max sensitivity to date achievable with the radio data. Despite the high environmental noise which limits the performance of the LOPES experiment, important results are found. Higher precision in both energy and X max reconstruction predicted by the slope method may be achieved with a negligible noise background. Especially in the case of AERA (Auger Engineering Radio Array [15] ), located at the Pierre Auger Observatory, which could cross-check the reconstructed X max with the experimental values obtained by the Fluorescence Detector (FD).
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